In preparation for Fibi go-live, ORIS presents a comprehensive array of opportunities to introduce, learn and practice developing proposals in Fibi.

**INTRO SEMINAR SESSIONS**

The Introductory Seminar Series provides an in-depth video demonstration of proposal development, and creating PD/IP/Award service requests. Sessions are followed by an hour of live Q&A and further demonstration, as needed, by ORIS staff. Register through MyLearning at the JH Portal.

The same seminar is available for viewing anytime at the ORIS website.

**ONLINE & SELF-PACED**

ORIS offers the Introductory Seminar online for convenient viewing, as well targeted 1-5 minute learning videos. The shorter “Fibi Quick Tour,” is a 25-minute introduction to Fibi. These are available at our website, oris.jhu.edu.

Printable “Snapshots” are short, targeted information for common functions in Fibi.

Full-length guides are available.

**CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION**

Register for Fibi classroom instruction through MyLearning at the JH Portal. Check the MyLearning catalog or the ORIS Calendar for a listing of available dates.

Classes are offered several times per week beginning August 28th through the period prior to go-live.

---

**FIBI GO-LIVE**

Fibi will officially replace Coeus this fall.

**October 23, 2023**

For more information on training materials, transition activities, roles and mailing list requests, information about federal systems and other research-related links, visit (and bookmark!) the ORIS Website!
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